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PAPER ABSTRACT
What are the parameters for studying Buddhism? When I first began travelling to Thailand as an undergraduate, I believed these parameters were relatively straightforward: I was studying an Indian religion in a Southeast Asian country (Thailand) that uses an Indian language (Pali), and in any case, what I was studying was Buddhism. As I quickly noticed, much of Thai Buddhism is intensely local; articulated in a uniquely Thai idiom; and, conversely, when it does derive from Indian models, is as often Hindu as it is Buddhist. In this talk, I will give an overview of the research that has been inspired by these observations in Thailand— including research on a Buddhist cult to the Hindu god Brahmā in Thailand, the influence of early Buddhist thought on Hindu conceptions of Brahmā, the formation of early Buddhist and Brahmanical identities in dialectic with one another, and the use of Chinese Buddhist texts to enrich our understanding of early Indian Buddhism.
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